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Abscrsct: Schluter (1984) discusses species association tests to 

handle the situation where the data consist of a two-way table 

(species by samples) of either presence/absence or density data. In 

this paper, connections between the association tests and standard 

statistical tests are established and used as a guide to proper 

interpretation of the association tests. Association tests are 

sensitive to purely sample-to-sample differences and in some cases 

will not reflect species interactions at all. However, in cases where 

the association tests are appropriate, the connections furnish 

information on the choice of accurate critical values. 
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1. Introduction 

Schluter (1984} proposed variance tests for detecting species associa-

tion with either presence/absence data or density data. These tests were, 

respectively, a modification and generalization of a test originally sug-

gested in Pielou (1972} and Robson (1972}. In Section 2 it is shown that 

the proposed tests are directly related to standard statistical tests. The 

association measure, W, used in the association tests is, for presence/ 

absence data, a multiple of Cochran's Q (Cochran, 1950; see also Conover, 

1980, pp. 199-205) and, for density data, a simple function of an F-

statistic from a two-way analysis of variance of species by samples. In 

addition, the association measure can be viewed as an average of the pair-

wise correlation between species. 

In Section 3, the connection between the association measure and 

standard statistical tests is used to provide an interpretation of the 

measure as sensitive to both sample-to-sample variation and associations 

between species. This is contrasted with the approach suggested in Pielou 

(1972} and Robson (1972}. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the use of the associa-

tion measure for testing hypotheses. Section 4 concerns the appropriate-

ness of such tests and Section 5 proposes improved critical values. 

2. Equivalence Relations 

Following Schluter's (1984) notation, let Xij denote the measurement 

(presence/absence or density) for the i~h species in the j~h sample. 

(i • 1,2, •.• ,M, j • 1,2, •.. ,N). Also, let Tj denote the number or total 
M 

density of species for the jth sample (Tj • I Xij) and let ni denote 
i•l N 

the number or total density for the i~h species (ni • I Xij)· The 
j•l 

association test proposed for presence/absence data is based on the associ-

ation measure 
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where 

1 
N 

(Tj-r.y, g2 . - I T N j•1 

(.J2 • ~i (1 - ~i) 
i N N ' 

1 N 
T . - I Tj ' N j•l 

or equivalently on 

W • N·V . 

The test statistic compares the observed variance, S~, with an estimate 

of the variance expected under the hypothesis of no association, tai . 
This will be sensitive to positive or negative associations. The denomina-

tor, rai, will always be an estimate of the total within species var

iance. However, the numerator is affected by two sources of variability. 

When there is no association it also estimates the total within species 

variance. When the species are positively associated, fluctuations in Tj 

will be accentuated, leading to an inflation of S~ relative to the no 

association case. Under negative associations, changes in one species will 

be compensated for by one or more other species and Tj will be relatively 

stable, leading to small values of s~. 

Cochran (1950) proposed a test for homogeneity of treatments using 

presence/absence data which has come to be called Cochran's Q test and is 

included in some introductory texts, such as Conover (1980). If used as a 

test of homogeneity of samples for species by samples data, the test sta-

tistic, Q, is given by 
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N (!:!.) I (T - r . )z 
N j•1 j 

Q - --~--~---------------! ~i (1 - ~i) 
i•1 N N 

• (N;l) W (2.1) 

Thus, W is a multiple of Cochran's Q statistic. The statistic in the exact 

form of W has also been proposed; see Leslie (1958) and Carothers (1971). 

The association test for use with density data is a bit more compli-

cated. Using the usual analysis of variance notation, i.e., 

x.j • total density for sample j 

• 

x.j • average density for sample j 

xi· • average density of species i 

X • total density 

• 

X • average density 

• X /MN 

W can be written as 
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This can be manipulated (see Appendix 1) to show that 

where 

W • N • 

M 
M-'fF 
F 

M-1 + 1 
(2.2) 

F • the F-statistic from a two-way analysis of variance 

(Species by Samples), with (N-1) and (N-1)(M-1) degrees of 

freedom, used for testing Samples with the Species x 

Samples mean square as an error term 

(2.3) 

The link between the association measure and the F-statistic as ex-

hibited in (2.2), or the equivalent formula for V, 

v. 
M 

M-'fF 
F M-1 + 1 

can be used to obtain the following results: 

(2.4) 

1. The maximum value of Vis M, the number of species. (Vis approx-

imately equal toM when F is large). 

2. V equal to 1 ("no association") is equivalent to F equal to 1. 

3. V greater than 1 is equivalent to F greater than 1 and, corres-

pondingly, V less than 1 is equivalent to F less than 1. 

In addition to the above equivalences, the association measure is a 

kind of average of the pairwise correlations between species. One way to 

calculate an average correlation, ~, is to calculate an average covar-

iance term and divide that by an average variance term. Defining r in 
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this way yields the equation 

1 
M M 
! ! 

i•1 i'•1 
M(M-1) 

i"i' r • 

Straightforward algebraic manipulations show that 

r • 

or, this can be solved for V as 

V-1 
M-1 

V • (M-1) r + 1 (2. 5) 

This establishes directly the connection between techniques which look at 

pairs of species and the overall association measure, V. The values of r 

and V are related as follows: 

l. 
-1 r ranges between M=f (when V • 0) and 1 (when V • M). 

2. V equal to 1 is equivalent to r • 0. 

-3. V greater than 1 is equivalent to r greater than 0 and, 

correspondingly, v less than 1 is equivalent to r less than o. 

3. Interpretations of the Association Measure 

The first two correspondences derived in Section 2 (equations (2.1) 

and (2.2)) indicate that the association measure is sensitive to systematic 

sample-to-sample differences. This is true since both Cochran's Q and the 

F-statistic are designed to test for differences between samples. More 

precisely, Cochran's Q is used to test the null hypothesis 

no : Pil • Pi2 • ••• • piN for all i, 
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where 

pij • probability that species i is present in sample j. 

The F-statistic is used to test the null hypothesis 

Ho : ~~ • ~z • ··· • ~N 

where 

~j • mean density of all species in sample j. 

However, the last correspondence (equation (2.5)) indicates that the 

association statistic also measure average pairwise correlation. While 

average pairwise correlation seems like a readily interpretable quantity 

for inferring species association, the sensitivity of the statistic to 

sample-to-sample variation is worrisome since that will often have nothing 

to do with species interactions (as pointed out in Table 4 of Schluter 

(1984) ) or even nothing at all to do with ecological processes! 

Thus, samples can indicate species associations for three reasons: 

1. Direct interactions between species (positive or negative). 

2. Heterogeneous sampling techniques: If techniques vary in effec

tiveness similarly for two species, a positive association will be 

induced. If effectiveness varies differentially for two species, 

a negative association will be induced. 

3. Selection of heterogeneous habitats: Similarities in selected 

habitats will give positive associations, differences will give 

negative associations. 

In cases 2. and 3., interpretation of Vas giving information about species 

interactions or any sort of ecological process is dubious. Unfortunately, 

such situations are common; some examples are listed below: 
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1. Different samples are taken using different techniques. For 

example, in Macan (1976) waterbugs were trapped using three dif

ferent methods: bottom samples, samples slung by rope in midwater, 

and surface samples. 

2. Differing sampling or censusing efforts are used. For example, 

Nilsson (1977) estimated his census effort to be 3 hours per hec

tare in mainland areas and 5 hours per hectare in island areas. 

3. With density data, purely sample effects can be introduced if the 

"correct'' calculation of density is not made. With different 

sized sites, what is the proper divisor of abundance to obtain 

density? For example, in Nilsson (1977) in a study on small is

lands, density was measured in territories per hectare. Perhaps 

territories per kilometer of shoreline or something even more 

complicated is a better measure. 

4. In Wood (1974) study sites are selected along an altitudinal 

gradient. Soil and other variables change with altitude. He 

studied earthworms which are sensitive and therefore the large 

negative association must be interpreted as at least partially due 

to the intentional selection of sites with differing PH levels 

rather than species interaction. A random selection of sites 

would likely give a quite different value. 

5. Petr (1972) in a study of benthic fauna, chose study sites to 

represent diverse habitats and gathered data over time as the area 

became flooded to form a man-made lake. As association measure 

calculated from such data would show a large positive association 

with little useful interpretation. Schulter (1984), in using part 

of Petr's data, wisely did not use the data for all years and 

sites. 
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The preceding is not intended to suggest that the studies cited were poorly 

conducted. It is to indicate that care must be taken to properly inter-

pret the variance measure and that some studies are not set up to (nor are 

designed to) measure species interaction through a variance measure. 

How can situations be identified in which the association measure can be 

interpreted as reflecting species association? Basically, a division can be 

made as to whether or not the samples can be regarded as randomly sampled 

from or representing the totality of measurements (all taken similarly) of 

a single community. Any differences between samples introduced by nonrandom 

sampling (selecting sites to be as diverse as possible or sampling dif

ferent communities) or differing sampling effort or technique will distort 

the association measure, making it impossible to separate the effect due 

to ecological processes alone. The distortion can be in a positive or 

negative direction. 

Contrast the above with the suggestions of Pielou (1972). She sug

gests using the measure within a single community, when the "samples" are 

actually sampled from the community. Furthermore, she suggests looking at 

the change in the association measure when a group of species are dropped 

from consideration. This avoids the potential distortion due to non

ecological processes and the resultant problems in interpretation brought 

about when it is necessary to compare the association measure to an ab

solute number(i.e., positive association if greater than 1). The distor

tion is eliminated since both times the association measure is calculated 

(before and after removal of a group of species) the purely sample-to

sample variation is the same. 

4. Using the Association Measure as a Test Statistic 

Beyond the question of proper interpretation of the association 
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measure is the question of when it is appropriate to ~est for association. 

Any statistical test of a hypothesis involves drawing conclusions about 

some set of circumstances broader than the ones actually studied (called 

the target population). Pielou (1972, p. 338) clearly intended to measure 

the interdependence within a community by using quadrats (samples) which 

were assumed to be"··· independent of one another," e.g., randomly 

sampled from the community. In this situation, a statistical test would be 

appropriate if the quadrats could be justified as a random sample of 

quadrats in some target population (actual or conceptual). An ideal situa

tion would be one in which sites are actually randomly sampled, but the 

assumption of random samples can be justified for other situations. The 

requirement of random samples is dubious in some of the situations for 

which Schluter (1984) has applied the association tests. In these cases 

hypothesis or significance tests may be inappropriate. 

For example, Nilsson (1977) studied breeding birds on small islands in 

a single lake in Sweden and two mainland study plots. Since the islands 

were censused during the study period, they do not form the target popula

tion. Otherwise, no test would be necessary, since all circumstances 

forming the target population would have been measured. It is hard to 

envision even a conceptual population from which the islands can be re

garded a random sample. They are restricted in geographical region, re

stricted in time and are unique in other ways. It does not make sense to 

test for the presence of association in a target population which we cannot 

even begin to define. 

Another example is the situation of James and Boeklen (in press). A 

single study area was used and was censused each of seven consecutive years. 

Again, since a census was performed a hypothesis test is not necessary if 

the target population is that particular study site over the years studied. 
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Are the years themselves a random sample of a target population of years? 

Seven consecutive years are unlikely to be a good sample of years and James 

and Boecklen refrained from hypothesis or significance tests. 

Note, however, that the James and Boecklen situation is a case where 

the association measure makes perfect sense as a descriptive statistic. The 

samples are from the same community and there is no obvious variation that 

is purely sample-to-sample. It just is not a good situation in which to 

perform statistical tests. 

5. Critical Values for the Tests of Association 

For situations in which a hypothesis test is appropriate, the con-

nections made in Section 2 suggest improvements to the critical values. 

Also, previous work as to the accuracy of critical values can be called 

upon. Theoretical derivations of critical values are advantageous since 

the derivation of accurate critical values by simulation requires many 

replications. 

Presence/absence data 

For presence/absence data the connection with Cochran's Q test (equa-

tion (2.1) ) suggests using the critical values N-1 2 --- X instead of N N-1,1-a/2 

x~, 1-a12 . In practice, there is not much difference between the two, how

N-1 2 ever, Cochran (1950) shows that-;- XN-l, 1-a/ 2 tends to slightly underesti-

mate the upper tail significance probabilities. Using x~,l-a/ 2 would make 

N-1 2 the underestimation even worse. Thus, N xN-1 , 1_a12should be an improvement. 

Tate and Brown (1970, p. 159) recommend the following rule of thumb for 

N-1 deciding if the~ x~_1 , 1 _a12 critical value is an adequate approximation: 

Delete all species that appear in all the samples or none of the 
samples. If the product of the remaining number of species times 
the number of samples is 24 or more, the approximation is gen
erally satisfactory, as long as the remaining number of species 
is at least 4. 
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Another interesting consequence of these connections embodied in this rule 

of thumb is that deletion of species which appear in all or none of the 

samples does not affect the value of Cochran's Q statistic (or the associa

tion measure W). 

~ns2ty data 

For density data, equation (2.2) suggests using F-tables to find im

proved critical values for the variance test. Before doing this we need to 

check that the null model for the F-test is the same as that for the 

species association test. Unfortunately this is not quite true. The 

F-test assumes that the data are normally distributed, independent and 

homoscedastic. This is, in fact, the null model that Schluter (1984) used 

in his simulation. However, the null model in the species association test 

has no requirement for independence or homoscedasticity. The null model 

for the association test is that the overall association is zero (negative 

and positive cancel out) and this is not the same as all associations being 

zero. Also, the requirement that the variances be equal across species is 

not reasonable. 

If the samples can be justified as a random sample, then independence 

and homoscedasticity from sample to sample will be guaranteed. We thus 

need to investigate the performance of the F-test under violation of the 

assumption of equal variances from species to species. Box (1954) has 

shown the influence of unequal variances to be slight. Its effect is to 

slightly reduce the average size of the F-statistic for testing samples. 

Thus, somewhat smaller associations are to be expected if variances are 

very unequal from species to species. 

Thus, for testing the null hypothesis of no association, equation 

(2.2) suggests using critical values of 
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N • 
lp 
M-1 N-1,(N-1)(M-1),1-a/2 

_JL_ F 1 
M-1 N-1,(N-1)(M-1),1-a/2 + 

(5.1) 

instead of x~, 1 -a12 . Again, the difference is not numerically large, but 

significance probabilities can differ by as much as 60% for reasonable 

choices of M and N (assuming equal variances). As an example, for N • 3, 

M • 26 and a • .10 (same values as the Simberloff data in Table 2 of 

Schluter (1984)) the x2 critical values are x~,. 05 • .35 and x~,. 95 • 7.82, 

while the critical values from equation (5.1) are 

3 . 

26 25 (.051) 
~~--------- -1 25 (.051) + 1 

.16 

and 

3 . 
1 25 (3.18) + 1 

26 
25 (3.18) 

• 8.80 

Thanks are due Frances James, Douglas Robson, and Philip Dixon for 

helpful discussions. Comments by the editor and the referees improved the 

manuscript. 
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Appendix 

Equivalence be~ween V, W, and ~he F-a~a~ia~ic. 

Using the same notation as in Section 2, a two-way analysis of vari-

ance (species by samples) would have the following analysis of variance 

table: 

Source 

Species 

Samples 

Species x Samples 
Interaction 

Total 

Degrees of 
freedom 

M-1 

N-1 

(N-1 )(M-1) 

MN-1 

ANOVA 

Sum of sguares 

N!(X - X ) 2 i. . . 

• SS(Species) 

M!(X - X ) 2 . j .. 

• SS(Samples) 

II<xij-xi.-x.j+x •• >2 

• SS(Int) 

Mean sguare 

SS(Species)/(M-1) 

• MS(Species) 

SS(Samples)/(N-1) 

• MS(Samples) 

SS(Int)/(N-1)(M-1) 

• MS(Int) 

A test for the significance of samples usually 

• MS(Samples) , the usual F-statistic. 

involves calculating 

the ratio F MS(Int) 

This can be shown to be related to W as follows: 

I (X. j - X. JN y w - __ .l•_.l ____ --________ __ 

I l I (x - x )2 

i•1 N j•l ij i• 
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NM2 N (- - y I x.j - x •• 
• j•1 

M 
N ( - r I I xij - xi· 

i•1 j•l 

NM2 I (x - x )2 
·j •• 

j•1 - ---------------~------------------------M N 
I I (xij - x - x + x i· •j •• 

i•l j•1 
- )2 + x. j - x .. 

• NM ( SS(Samples) ) 
SS(Samples) + SS(Int) 

NM { SS(Samples) ) 
• _ SS(Int) 

SS(Samples) + 1 
SS(Int) 

!_1! MS(Samples) 
• M-1 MS(Int) 

MS(Samples) + 1 
(K-1)•MS(Int) 

• N • 

K M-iF 
F M-1 + 1 


